
DAY OF WEEK TIME STAFF ADVISOR CLUB NAME BRIEF DESCRIPTION

Monday 3:45 - 4:45 Ms. Zubrovich Yearbook Designing the Senior yearbook

Monday 4:00 - 5:00 Mr. Lachok Movie Club

Discuss and watch different 

movies that are appropriate.

Tuesday 3:30 - 4:30 Ms. Kass Fashion Cares

Fashion Cares wants to help 

students care for themselves 

and others. This is a great 

opportunity to express yourself. 

If you're caring for others, this 

is the time to take care of YOU! 

We are also going to look for 

opportunities to volunteer- 

tutoring/homework help, 

corresponding with people who 

are very isolated, such as senior 

citizens in nursing homes.

Tuesday 3:30 - 4:15 Ms. Adamczyk

Creative 

Writing/Student 

Publications

Do you like to write creatively? 

Then this is the club for you! 

We will be working from 

prompts, sharing our writing, 

and (hopefully) creating a 

virtual literary magazine (like 

our paper copy of our school 

literary magazine, The Hanger)

Tuesday 4:00 - 5:00 Mr. Rau

Learn to Play 

Dungeons and 

Dragons 

We will play an adventure for 5-

7 players who either have 

played Dungeons & Dragons 

before or want to learn.  You 

will need dice but if they are 

not available we can try some 

online systems to roll.  If not 

The Dungeon Master (Mr. Rau) 

will roll for you.  All the books 

needed are free and 

downloadable, along with 

charter creation sheets.  SO if 

you want to play an Elven 

wizard or a Dwarven Barbarian 

this is the time to learn.  First 

meeting will be rolling up 

characters.



Tuesday 3:45 - 5:00 Ms. Paz

Iconoclan Dance 

Team

Dance team...will work on 

routines remotely

Tuesday 3:45 - 4:45 Ms. Younkman

Costume Design 

Club

A class to explore the history 

and ideation of costume design. 

Building mood boards and 

discussing conceptual ideation 

and sketching looks with 

prompts exploring the varying 

areas of costume design. 

Discuss different DIY 

techniques to do at home and 

the future with fabrics and 

everyday materials.

Tuesday 4:00 - 5:00 Mr. Lachok World Cuisine Club

Come together and discuss 

different food, dishes, and 

recipes from various cultures.

Wednesday 7:30 - 8:30 Ms. Boulamaali

Introduction to 

Watercolor Painting

In this club I will introduce 

basic to more advanced 

watercolor painting techniques. 

Students do not need prior 

experience. They only need a 

set of watercolors (nothing 

expensive), a watercolor brush 

(the one that comes with the set 

is okay), some type of tape 

(masking or clear)and basic 

watercolor or mixed media 

paper. You will be able to use 

the techniques you learn in my 

club to create more professional 

looking pieces for your college 

portfolio.

Wednesday 7:30 - 8:30 Ms. Parisse Track club

We will be doing work outs to 

condition our bodies for the 

upcoming fall cross country 

track season.

Wednesday 3:30 - 4:15 Ms. Adamczyk

National Honor 

Society Open to current NHS members



Wednesday 4:00 - 5:00 Ms. Batts Creative Writing

This student writer's group will 

create time and space for us to 

hangout and write creatively 

together, share what you write 

and get peer feedback. Any type 

of writing is welcome: poems, 

short stories, essays, fiction and 

non-fiction. Even papers for 

school that you need some 

feedback on are welcome!

Wednesday 4:00 - 5:00 Mr. Lachok The Sports Club

Discuss various sports and 

watch old games etc and discuss 

the games and athletes.

Wednesday 4:00 - 5:00 Mr. Jimenez

TV Show Critics & 

Discussion Club

Students will choose a tv show 

of their interest on Netflix, 

Hulu, or Amazon Prime. We 

will be discussing key points of 

each show and how this might 

relate to SEL.

Thursday 3:30 - 4:30 Ms. Stambouly

Emotions Matter 

Club

The students and I work 

together to come up with ways 

to support the students and staff 

through Social and Emotional 

Learning activities

Thursday 3:45 - 4:45 Ms. Serrano Crochet Club

Students will learn and work on 

perfecting their skills on the 

craft of crocheting by creating 

some agreed upon accessories

Thursday 3:45 - 5:45 Ms. La Tanza Italian Movies

Watching Italian movies, series, 

documentaries in Italian 

language with English subtitles 

on Netflix, Amazon Prime.

Friday 4:00 - 5:00 Ms. Cisse

Remote Anti-Prom 

Fashion Show

Anti-Prom Club sponsored by 

the New York Public Library. 

Students design a garment 

according to a particular theme 

and have a fashion show for the 

Anti-Prom Dance Party.

Students will create a garment 

and we will have a Remote Anti-

Prom Fashion Show.



Friday 3:45 - 4:45 Ms. Younkman Beginners Vogue

Offering a club to explore the 

expression of personal style. 

Building mood boards, styling 

looks and shooting outfit 

combinations, digital content 

presentation and zines.

Friday 4:00 - 5:00 Ms. LaRosa

Fashion Trends / 

Fashion Forecasting 

/ Fashion Blogging

Fashion Trends/Forecasting is 

all about the current trends of 

fashion especially quarantine 

fashion trends which is about 

tie dying clothing or even 

bleaching clothing! Forecasting 

is done by every designer and 

the inspiration behind their 

collections- it can come from 

anywhere. The color trends 

each season come from Pantone 

colors. This club will teach all 

about fashion trends and 

designs. Each week we meet we 

will talk about fashion trends 

and even making our own 

fashion trends. 

Fashion Blogging can be a free 

way to get your name out there 

as a stylist or influencer. This 

club will be about how you can 

start a fashion blog and become 

an influencer in the digital era 

of fashion.

Friday 4:00 - 5:30 Ms. David

Fashion With A 

Purpose

FWAP is a club that practice 

a research base approach to 

designing. Our goal 

is to utilize sustainable concepts 

onto original designs, raise 

health awareness and social 

consciousness through fashion. 

All members also serve as 

Alumni Ambassadors as they 

assist in organizing events and 

fundraisers to support the 

Alumni College Scholarship.


